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ª¹w Â¬j¼woÎ ÁIÀ¼«²H n¼~¶ ¾¶Iº ½rH»



ÁI¤A ¾²Iw k¹a »  ̧ Äk¹anI§µÀ  »  Sw»j yÃQ  ÏIw  k¹a
½I«zÄI¶pA  uÃGn  (1) ·¼µÄIw  ·IÿTwH  oT¨j n¼vÎ»oQ
nj  oµY  oµX¶   Án¼ñe  ¾¨  (2) ¸Ã²oM  nj  ¸«UHn   ÂUI£Ã£dU

oT¿M SiI¹{ » Â«¹ÀoÎ VHoÃ¶ ÁnHk¿«º » SËIÿe ÁIÃºj
oòIe ÏIe nj » SwH ¾T{Hj ÁozM Â«¹ÀoÎ ÁIÀ¾¹Ã\¹¬
qÃºHn  (4)t¼¶¼§ÄH nj(3)  ª¹w Â±±µ²H ¸ÃM Âµ±ø ¾TÃµ¨
¸ÄH  ½kºnI«º IM Âµ±ø ÁnI§µÀ » Â§Äjqº S¿] ¾M jnHj  ½k¿ø

ÁHn¼{ ½sÄ» ¾M ÂºI¿]  Âµ±ø  ÁIÀ SÃ²I÷Î » Í¶I\¶ nj n¼õw 
SwH¼inj  ï(6)t¼¶¼§ÄH ÂÄHo]H ÁHn¼{ »  (5) ³»o§ÄH ÂÄHo]H  
n¼~¶ ¾¶Iº ½rH» ÂwnIÎ ·Hjo¬oM IU j¼µº jI¿¹zÃQ Í¤H» nj »
»H ôw¼U Áj°Ã¶2008 ÏIw ¾M ¾¨ ª¹w Â¬j¼woÎ ÁIÀ¼«²H
,¾Ã¿U ·I¿] njS¶o¶ yºHj ·I«ThÃÀoÎ pH o«Äj Â÷µ] »
-ÂvÃ±«ºH ·IMp »j ¾M ÂºI¿] t¼¶¼§ÄH ôw¼U » ¸Ä»kU

oM j¼i » ³nIPvM ÁjoÎ ¾M Hn ,j¼M ½kÃwn NIa ¾M Á¼vºHoÎ
» IÀ ½rH» ª¹ÀoÎS£Ã£e nj ¾¨ JIT¨ ¸ÄH .´¹¨ RnIÊº ·A ³I\ºH
J¼vd¶ ª¹w ÁIÀjo¬HoÎ » IÀnI¨ » pIw RIe°õÅH
·Hk¹¶joi ¾]¼U jn¼¶ ·I¹a ½IU¼¨ ÂºI¶p nj kÄjo¬ Â¶
j¼M ¾TÎo¬ nHo¤ Áo¹À » Â«¹ÀoÎ nIYA S¶o¶ » SËIÿe ½p¼e
.k{ Â¶ ¾µ]oUIÃºj þ±Th¶ ÁIÀ ·IMp ¾M Søow ¾M ¾¨
´ºIinI¨ow pH nk£ºHo¬ nI§µÀ ¸ÄH ¾TwH¼i ¾M gwIQ nj

Á¼\zºHj ·H¼¹ø ¾M Hn »H ·A pH yÃQ ¾¨ Â¿²HkLø IvÄoQ
» nI§µÀ IÀk÷M » ÂhÄnIU nIYA S¶o¶ » SËIÿe ¾T{n
´TiI¹{ Â¶ S¶o¶ ÁHoT¨j ½n»j Á¼\zºHj » nI§µÀ ·¼¹¨H

´T{Hj jIµTøH »H ³qø » nI§TzQ » S¤j ¾M » ´wI¹{ Â¶ »
.kºIwn ³I\ºHow ¾M Hn ´¿¶ ¸ÄH IU ´TwH¼i ³nHj »

ÁHoM ³p¯ ôÄHo{ S{Hj » j¼M ½kÃwn oiA ¾M ÓILÄo£U nI¨
·H¼¹ø IM ½k{ ¾µ]oU ÁH ¾hvº ¾¨ k{ Â¶ ½jI¶A JIT¨ NIa
.kÃwn ´Twj ¾M , (7)ª¹w KÄohU ÁIÀ¼«²H n¼~¶ ª¹ÀoÎ 

.j¼M ÂºHjnk¤ n¼i nj » j¼M ½k{ ³I\ºH Â«TvÄI{ ¾M ¾¨ ÁnI¨
n¼vÎ»oQIM Rn¼z¶ »Ì¼ò¼¶ jn¼¶  nj  oTzÃM  ¾zÄkºH  pH  uQ
´Ãµ~U ,¾¶Iº ½rH»  ·HnI¨nkºH Swj  o«Äj  »  ·¼µÄIw ·IÿTwH

ÂÄIÀ ½j»qÎH »  ÂÄI¿U»IÿU  IM  ¾¨ qÃº  oòIe  JIT¨  IU k{ ¾TÎo¬ 
NIa ¾M ÂºI¿] t¼¶¼§ÄH Á¼w pH » ½kÃwn ³IµUH ¾M j¼M ½HoµÀ

» Âµ±ø ÂºILÃTzQ IM ÂºI¿] t¼¶¼§ÄH oöIi ¸ÃµÀ ¾M.kwn
¦µ¨ ,j¼i SÄIµe IM ·I¶jIÄS¶o¶ » yºHj S¨o{ » ,ÂÄHo]H
¾TÃµ¨ÂºI¿]ÁIµºnIU ¢Äoö pH » ½jI¶A oòIe ¾T{¼º IU kºj¼µº
·IÀ»sQ yºHj » ·Hk¹µ¤°ønIÃTiH nj ª¹w Â±±µ²H ¸ÃM Âµ±ø
qÃº  ·A  NIa ¾TL²H .k{IM  ¸ÃzÃ Q ¾µ]oU  ®µ§¶ ,¾TÎo¬  nHo¤

.k{ kÀH¼i ³I\ºH
Âµ±ø ¥oTz¶ ·IMp ¦Ä ¾M ÂMIÃTwj ÁHoM ¾¨ SwH ¸ÄH S£Ã£e
SËIÿe ¾T{n  ½sÄ» ¾M »  Â«¹ÀoÎ  VHoÃ¶  ½p¼e nj  Â«¹ÀoÎ  »

.SwH yÃQ nj ÁpHnj nIÃvM  ½Hn  Áo¹À »  ÂhÄnIU  nIYA  S¶o¶ »
¸ÄpH¼¶  oM  Â¹TL¶  ¾¨  Â÷¶I]  ¾¶Iº ½rH»  IÄ ¾¶Iº ª¹ÀoÎ  p¼¹À

¾TÎo¬ ½o¿M  »  ÂºI¿] ÁIÀn¼z¹¶ » IÀ ·IÃ¹M  oM  nH¼TwHï ,Âµ±ø
,jnHkº j¼]»ï,k{IM ·I¶ ÂTØ¹w  yºHj n»I¹¿Q  »  ýnr  ÁI¹ü pH

-ª¹ÀoÎ ¾]¼U ®MI¤ jHk÷U j¼]» ¾M kÄIM JIT{ IM ¾¨ k¹aoÀ
¾M  ·kÃwn  ÁHoM  ¾TL²H .j¼µº  ·IølH  qÃº Â~~hU ÁIÀ ¾¶Iº
SwH ³I\ºH ÏIe nj ÂÄIÀ y{¼¨ ÂÄI¿º k~£¶ ÁIÀ Â§Äjqº

.k¹¹Ãzº nIM ¾M  n»j ·Hk¹a ¾º ÁH ½k¹ÄA nj j»n Â¶ kÃ¶H ¾¨
nI¨ o¬pIüA ¾¨ ·¼µÄIw·IÿTwH n¼vÎ»oQ pH jnHj I] ¾µUIi nj

kÃÄDU ÁHoM Hn  t¼¶¼§ÄH  ª¹w  Â±±µ²H ¸ÃM  ¾TÃµ¨ ½pI]H » j¼M
ÂºHjnk¤ ·I¶jIÄ  S¶o¶  »  yºHj  S¨o{  » ,jo¨  njIÅ  JIT¨
´ºIi nI¨ow pH |Ii o§zU » ½sÄ» ÂwI¹{nk¤ ½oi¯IM » .j¼{
»  ¾ºHn¼LÅ »  ¾ºIÎI§{¼¶  ,¾ºI{¼¨ Shw  ¾¨  Â¿²HkLø IvÄoQ

.kÃºIwn  ·I¶Iw ¾M Hn JIT¨ ·Hjo¬oM nI¨ Â«TvÄI{ ¾M
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The ICOMOS International Scientific Committee
for Stone (ISCS) is providing a forum for the
interchange of experience, ideas, and knowled-
ge in the field of stone conservation. ISCS aims
at facilitating the publication, dissemination and
presentation of state of the art reviews on pre-
identified issues. Simplification and demystifica-
tion of scientific information for practitioners
are also part of the main goals of the group.

In studies on stone deterioration and conserva-
tion, terminological confusions lead to major
communication problems between scientists,
conservators and practitioners. In this context,
it is of primary importance to set up a common
language; if degradation patterns can be
shown, named and described, then they can be
recognised and compared with similar ones in a
more accurate way in further investigations.

The ISCS glossary constitutes an important tool
for scientific discussions on decay phenomena
and processes. It is also an excellent basis for
tutorials on stonedeterioration. It is based on
the careful examination of pre-existing glossa-
ries of English terms. It does not aim at repla-
cing these glossaries, often set up originally in
a language other than English, and for most of
them done to a high standard.

Now that we are able to present the Persian
edition of vol. XV of the Monuments and Sites
series, which was made possible by funds from
Yadman Science and Conservation (YSC),
Tehran, we would like to congratulate and
thank Rasool Vatandoust and Parisa Abdollahi
for initiating and completing the Persian trans-
lation. We hope that the Glossary will also be
translatedinto other languages.

Stone conservation is a crucial topic in monu-
ment conservation and many of our National
Committees all over the world hope for advice
and help from the specialists familiar with tradi-
tional and modern methods of conservation. 

The Illustrated Glossary on Stone Deterioration
Patterns offers a wide range of suggestions and
practical advice. We hope that, after the
English-French and the English-German ver-
sions the Glossary will also be translated into
other languages. In view of the accelerating
decay of our stone monuments worldwide this
is an exemplary contribution which will promo-
te the international cooperation so important in
this field. 

Gustavo Araoz, President of ICOMOS

Stefan Simon, President ISCS

PREFACE
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Colouration .
Bleaching . 
Moist area . 
Staining . 

Black crust .

Salt crust .

Concretion.

DISCOLOURATION
& DEPOSIT CRUST . DEPOSIT . DISCOLOURATION .

CRACK . DEFORMATION .

CONTENTS . 

Fracture .
Star crack . 
Hair crack . 
Craquele . 
Splitting . 

Exfoliation .

DETACHMENT 

FEATURES INDUCED
BY MATERIAL LOSS

Differential erosion .

Loss .
of components .

of matrix .
Rounding .

Roughening .

Coving . Impact damage .
Cut .
Scratch .
Abrasion .
Keying .

BIOLOGICAL
COLONIZATION BIOLOGICAL COLONIZATION . ALGA .

INDEX .

GENERAL TERMS 
ALTERATION . DAMAGE . DECAY .
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FILM . GRAFFITI PATINA SOILING SUBFLORESCENC
E 

Iron rich patina .

Oxalate patina .

Crumbling .
Granular disintegration . 

Splintering .
Chipping . 

Flaking .

SCALING .

Powdering, Chalking . 
Sanding . 
Sugaring . 

Spalling . 

Gap .

MISSING PART .

MOSS .LICHEN . MOULD . PLANT .

DEGRADATION .
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thoroughly illustrated document classifies decay
patterns on the basis of type and intensity. A co-
lour and graphic chart is proposed, in the same
way as the one which can be found in the Ita-
lian Standard Normal 1/88.
The sixth document (Franke et al. 1998) is a
multiauth ored book published as a deliverable of
a FP5 European Commission research program.
The document is an Atlas and a classification of
brick masonry deterioration. It deals both with
deterioration of the material (bricks, joint and
pointing mortars), and with degradation of the
whole masonry. It was developed together with
an expert system, of which the acronym is
MDDS, which stands for "Masonry Damage Dia-
gnostic System". In fact all damage types contai-
ned in the document are to be found in the ex-
pert system (Van Hees et al 1995), aiming at hel-
ping decision makers to diagnose the origin of
deterioration and select appropriate methods
and materials for brick masonry restoration.
The most recent document has been set up by
a group of experts from Germany (VDI 3798.
1998) VDI stands for "Verein Deutscher Inge-
nieure, i.e. Association of German Engineers".
This document is quite close to a standard, and
it is composed of a list of 14 terms in German,
with a translation into English, accompanied by
a definition and illustrations. A proposal for gra-
phic representation of the decay patterns is al-
so provided, as in the Italian Standard and in the
Fitzner system.
Although we did our best to gather all the avai-
lable information, we have obviously missed a
number of documents. One of them is an illus-
trated glossary of 30 terms edited by the “Quee-
n’s University of Belfast” (U.K.). On its website
(http://www.qub.ac.uk) one can find a compre-
hensive weathering features tutorial, which inclu-
des both degradation patterns of monuments
and natural outcrops, and also refers to anthro-
pogenic dam age.

ICOMOS International Scientific Committee for Stone (ISCS) . 

In 2001, when the group began its compiling
task, seven documents, comprising various num-
bers of entries were identified as a basis for col-
lecting and combining useful terms into a gene-
ralised glossary.
The oldest one is an unpublished list of 21 terms
written by A. Arnold, D. Jeannette and K. Zehn-
der (1980), who performed that task within the
framework of the ISCS-petrography group acti-
vities. This glossary includes an alphabetical list
of terms in English, French and German, with re-
lated definitions in the three languages.
The second document is a compilation of 24 En-
glish terms with related definitions, published by
Grimmer (1984) of the U.S. National Park Servi-
ce.
The third document is the Italian Standard Nor-
mal 1/88 published in 1990 and called "Altera-
zioni macroscopiche dei materiali lapidei : lessi-
co". Each one of the 27 terms in this glossary is
illustrated by photographs, usually in two diffe-
rent scales and by a graphic chart to be used if
mapping of deterioration patterns is needed.
This glossary, and related definitions have been
translated into English by Apy Elena Charola.
This author has also translated the terms, wi-
thout their definitions, into Spanish and Portu-
guese.
The fourth set of documents is a proposal for a
terminology of stone decay forms on monu-
ments, written by Jose Delgado Rodrigues from
LNEC (Lisbon, Portugal). It comprises 26 terms,
and was largely inspired in internal documents
produced in the framework of the Petrography
Group of the ICOMOS Stone Committee and
publish ed in its newsletter in 1991.
This proposal was used as a basis for the publi-
cation by LNEC, in 2004, of a glossary with short
definitions in Portuguese language, including
terms related to stone, masonry and render de-
terioration (Henriques et al., 2004). Each term
is translated into French, Italian and Spanish,
and is associated with a graphic chart.
The fifth document is a detailed contribution by
B. Fitzner, K. Heinrichs & R. Kownatzki (1995),
on classification and mapping of weathering
forms, which was updated in 2002 by Fitzner &
Heinrichs. This document presents as well defi-
nitions of terms which are found in a slight ly al-
tered form in the present glossary, as an intro-
duction into the mapping of stone damages. The
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ISCS

U.S. National Park Service

the Italian Standard Normal 1/88

"Alterazioni macroscopiche dei materiali lapidei : lessico" 

LNEC

LNEC

the Italian Standard Normal 1/88

FP5

MDDS

VDI
VDI

http://www.qub.ac.uk
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GLOSSARY OVERVIEW

The glossary is arranged into 6 families
composed of 2 to 11 terms :
. General terms,
. Crack and deformation,
. Detachment,
. Features induced by material loss,
. Discoloration and deposit,
. Biological colonization

As far as possible, the authors have kept within
strict limits, describing deterioration patterns ob -
servable by the naked eye. Only a few families devi -
ate from this general rule, for instance “mechanical
damage” which includes terms such as ”impact
damage”, “cut”, “scratch”, “abrasion”, and which is
clearly process and not feature oriented.

We have chosen to create a specific family includ -
ing terms related to surface morphologies, called
“Features induced by material loss”. This family is
important because it contains terms allowing a
deterioration pattern to be described even if there
is no active material loss at the time the object is
described. For instance a surface showing alveoli-
zation may be subjected to active granular disin-
tegration or scaling. If there is no more stone loss
from the surface, it will still have an alveolar relief,
but with no further loss of material, and the sur -
face will have a tendency to soil. The same is
applicable to “erosion” and “biological coloniza-
tion”, because a surface may have eroded first and
then be colonized by algae, lichen or mosses.
The ISCS glossary only contains terms related to
stone material as an individual element within a
built object or sculpture. As a consequence, the
terms do not relate to the description of the dete-
rioration of a stone masonry structure as a whole.

How to find a particular term in the 
glossary ?
To find a term, one can search from the table of
contents on page 2, or go to the index page 76.

ISCS



BIOLOGICAL
COLONIZATION 

BIOLOGICAL COLONIZA-
TION .

ALGA .

LICHEN .

MOSS .

MOULD .

PLANT .
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CRACK &
DEFORMATION

CRACK .

DEFORMATION . 

Fracture .

Hair crack . 
Craquele . 
Splitting . 

DETACHMENT

BLISTERING .

BURSTING .

DELAMINATION .

DISINTEGRATION .

Exfoliation .

FRAGMENTATION .

Splintering .
Chipping . 

PEELING .

SCALING .
Flaking .

Crumbling .
Granular disintegration .   

Powdering, Chalking .

Sanding . 
Sugaring . 

DISCOLORATION
& DEPOSIT

CRUST .

DEPOSIT .
DISCOLOURATION .

Black crust .
Salt crust .  

FILM .

GRAFFITI .
PATINA 
Iron rich patina .
Oxalate patina .

EFFLORESCENCE .
ENCRUSTATION .
Concretion .

Colouration .
Bleaching .  
Moist area . 
Staining . 

FEATURES INDUCED
BY MATERIAL LOSS

EROSION .

Coving .

MECHANICAL DAMAGE .

Impact damage .
Cut .
Scratch .
Abrasion .
Keying .

MISSING PART .

PERFORATION .

PITTING .

Gap . 

Differential erosion .

Loss . 
of components . 
of matrix . 

Rounding . 
Roughening .

SOILING .
SUBFLORESCENCE .

GENERAL TERMS .
ALTERATION .

DAMAGE .
DECAY .

DEGRADATION .
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GENERAL TERMS
DAMAGE . 

ALTERATION
Modification of the material that does not
necessarily imply a worsening of its characte-
ristics from the point of view of conservation.
For instance, a reversible coating applied on a
stone may be considered as an alteration.

DAMAGE
Human perception of the loss of value due to
decay.

DECAY
Any chemical or physical modification of the
intrinsic stone properties leading to a loss of
value or to the impairment of use.

DEGRADATION
Decline in condition, quality, or functional
capac ity.

DETERIORATION
Process of making or becoming worse or
lower in quality, value, character, etc.; depre-
ciation.

WEATHERING
Any chemical or mechanical process by which
stones exposed to the weather undergo chan-
ges in character and deteriorate.

DECAY . 



Deterioration of a
Carboniferous sandsto-
ne masonny.

DETERIORATION .

Weathering of a
Lewisian Gneiss monolith
resulting from long term
exposure to the ele-
ments.

WEATHERING .

Damage to the lower
part of a sandstone
grave slab resulting in
loss of value.

DAMAGE . 

Limestone relief sho-
wing advanced decay.

DECAY . 

Common alteration
of  architectural moul-
dings  by algae.
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? . ? ALTERATION .
Degradation of red
sandstone masonry
due to defective rain-
water gutter behind
parapet.

DEGRADATION .

WEATHERING . 
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CRACK

CRACK . DEFORMATION . 

Definition :
Individual fissure, clearly visible by the naked
eye, resulting from separation of one part from
another.

Equivalent terms to be found in other glossaries : 

Sub-type(s) :
- Fracture : Crack that crosses completely the stone
piece
- Star crack : Crack having the form of a star. Rusting
iron or mechanical impact are possible causes of this
type of damage.
- Hair crack : Minor crack with width dimension < 0.1
mm
- Craquele : Network of minor cracks also called crack
network. The term crazing is not appropriate for stone,
as this term should be used for describing the develop-
ment of a crack network on glazed terracotta.
- Splitting : Fracturing of a stone along planes of weak-
ness such as microcracks or clay/silt layers, in cases
where the structural elements are orientated vertically.
For instance, a column may split into several parts along
bedding planes if the load above it is too high.

Not to be confused with :
- which consists of detachment along
bedding or schistosity planes, not necessarily orientated
vertically. In delamination, mechanical overload is not
noticeable. Delamination is transitional to splitting.

Other remarks :
may be due to weathering, flaws in the stone,

static problems, rusting dowels, too hard repointing
mortar.
Vibrations caused by earth tremors, fire, frost may also
induce 

and occuring on rock carved surfaces
are usually named after the geological terminology :

if there is no displacement of one side with respect
to the other,  if there is a displacement.

crazing



Star crack on sandstone
result ing from corrosion and
expansion of an iron fixing
at the base of a grave slab.

STAR CRACK .
Horizontal fracture due to
a rusted iron clamp.

FRACTURE .

Marble sculpture showing a network of thin cracks
(craquele).
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Vertical Hair cracks have
developed on protruding
parts located between the
flutes of this column.

SPLITTING . CLIVAGEHAIR CRACK .

CRAQUELE . 

Splitting of a limestone
column

SPLITTING .
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DEFORMATION

CRACK . DEFORMATION . 

Definition :
Change in shape without losing integrity, leading
to bending, buckling or twisting of a stone block.

Equivalent terms to be found in other glossaries :

Other remarks :
This degradation pattern mainly affects crystalline mar-
ble slabs (tombstones, marble cladding).



Marble panel out of line. The convex
deformation is visible due to oblique light.

DEFORMATION .

This white marble
plate
shows a convex
deformation.

DEFORMATION .
The white marble plate
of this XIXth century
stele shows a concave
deformation.
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DETACHMENT

BLISTERING

BURSTING .

Definition :
Separated, air-filled, raised hemispherical eleva-
tions on the face of stone resulting from the
detachment of an outer stone layer. This detach-
ment is not related to the stone structure.

Other remarks : 
, in some circumstances, is caused by soluble

salts action.



Blistering of sandstone masonry caused by expansion of the weathered
surface layer leading to loss of the stone surface. 

The left cheek of the limestone figure
shows blistering.
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FRAGMENTATION . PEELING . SCALING .

Blistering on surface
of molasse sandstone.
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DETACHMENT

BURSTING

BURSTING .

Definition :
Local loss of the stone surface from internal pres-
sure usually manifesting in the form of an
irregularly sided crater.

Equivalent term to be found in other glossaries : 
.

Not to be confused with :
- : loss of material due to a mechani-
cal impact, which may have crater shape if the object
hitting the stone surface is hard and small (a bullet for
instance).

Other remarks :
is sometimes preceded by star-shaped face-

fractur ing. This deterioration pattern is due to the
increase of vol ume of mineral inclusions (clays, iron
minerals, etc.) naturally contained in the stone and
situated near its surface. The corrosion of metallic rein-
forcing elements may also induce bur sting.



Typical bursting at flat wall marble panel. 
BURSTING .

Bursting due to corrosion and expansion of a metal fixing at the base of a sandstone
grave slab.

BURSTING .

Bursting of this limestone element was most probably due
to volume expansion linked to the corrosion of the iron
clamp. 

BURSTING .
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DELAMINATION Definition :
Detachment process affecting laminated stones
(most of sedimentary rocks, some metamorphic
rocks). It corresponds to a physical separation
into one or several layers following the stone
laminae. The thickness and the shape of the
layers are variable. The layers may be oriented in
any direction with regards to the stone surface.

Equivalent terms to be found in other glossaries :
.

Sub-type(s) : 
- Exfoliation : detachment of multiple thin stone layers
(cm scale) that are sub-parallel to the stone surface.
The layers may bend or twist in a similar way as book
pages.

Not to be confused with :
- : kind of detachment totally independent of the
stone structure.

Other remarks :
and can be detec-

ted in-between the laminae.

DETACHMENT
BURSTING .



Delamination of a sands-
tone element 

DELAMINATION .
Delamination of a sands-
tone gravestone possibly
resulting from frost action. 

DELAMINATION .

Sandstone exfoliation. This subtype of delamination is characterised by a
detachment of multiple thin stone layers sub-parallel to the stone surface.

EXFOLIATION .
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DISINTEGRATION Definition :
Detachment of single grains or aggregates of
grains.

Relationship with the substrate : 
It affects only the surface of the stone or can occur in
depth. Damage generally starts from the surface of the
material. On crystalline marble, 
may reach several centimeters in depth, sometimes
more.

Equivalent terms to be found in other glossaries : 

Sub-type(s) :
- Crumbling : Detachment of aggregates of grains
from the substrate. These aggregates are generally limi-
ted in size (less than 2 cm). This size depends on the
nature of the stone and its environment.
- Granular disintegration : Occurs in granular sedi-
mentary (e.g. sandstone) and granular crystalline (e.g.
granite) stones. produces debris
referred to as rock meal and can often be seen accumu-
lating at the foot of a wall actively deteriorating. If the
stone surface forms a cavity ( ), the detached
material may accumulate through grav ity on the lower
part of the cavity. The grain size of the stone determi-
nes the size of the resulting detached material. The fol-
lowing specific terms, all related to 

, refer either to the size, or to the aspect of cor-
responding grains : 
. Powdering, Chalking : terms sometimes employed
for describing granular disintegration of finely grained
stones.
. Sugaring : employed mainly for white crystalline
marble, 
.Sanding : used to describe granular disintegration of
sandstones and granites.

Other remarks :
In the case of crystalline marbles, thermal stresses are
known to be among the main causes of 

, thus leading occasionally to pat-
terns. 
Stones may display deterioration patterns intermediate
be tween and , 
or .
Partial or selective often leads to
surface features such as or .
When occuring inside crystalline marble, 

may lead to patterns.

DETACHMENT
BURSTING .



Typical sugaring or loosening
of the calcite crystals at the
surface of the marble. 

SUGARING .

Crumbling of 
a crystalline marble. 

CRUMBLING .
Sanding of a coarse
grained granite. 

SANDING .

Sugaring developing
on the head of a mar-
ble sculpture.

SUGARING .This limestone element             
shows powdering, 
appearing as whiter 
zones with an irregular 
surface aspect. 

POWDERING .
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FRAGMENTATION Definition :
The complete or partial breaking up of a stone,
into portions of variable dimensions that are irre-
gular in form, thickness and volume.

Relationship with the substrate : 
The substrate remains apparently sound on both sides
of the detachment plane. may occasion-
nally affect the entire stone block, and may follow dis-
continuity planes.

Sub-type(s) :
- Splintering : Detachment of sharp, slender pieces of
stone, split or broken off from the main body.
- Chipping : Breaking off of pieces, called chips, from
the edges of a block.

Other remarks :
may be found when stone blocks are

subjected to an overload. Upper parts as well as lower
parts of monolithic columns are particularly prone to
chipping and splintering (large weight supported by a
small area).

DETACHMENT
BURSTING .



Fragmentation of a
dense limestone slab
ex posed on the church
exterior wall.

FRAGMENTATION .

Soft limestone, chipping due to overload on the structure sup-
porting a balcony.

CHIPPING .

Fragmentation of the
upper part of a monoli-
thic limestone column.

FRAGMENTATION .

Limestone, chipping (final
state). Chipping occurred
under high compression,
after the replacement of
the lower block of the
column. 

CHIPPING .

The splintering of
this limestone block
has resulted in a suc-
cession of cupule-like
depressions on the
stone surface.
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PEELING Definition :
Shedding, coming off, or partial detachment of a
superficial layer (thickness : submillimetric to
millimetric) having the aspect of a film or coating
which has been applied on the stone surface.

Equivalent term to be found in other glossaries : 
.

Not to be confused with :
- , which is associated with a dome-like
morphology.
- , which is related to the detachment of stone
layers
(thickness : millimetric to centimetric).

DETACHMENT
BURSTING .



Peeling linked  to salt crystallization at the surface of a magnesian
limestone.

PEELING .

Peeling of a surface layer on a limestone element.
PEELING .
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SCALING Definition :
Detachment of stone as a scale or a stack of sca-
les, not following any stone structure and deta-
ching like fish scales or parallel to the stone sur-
face. The thickness of a scale is generally of milli-
metric to centimetric scale, and is negligeable
compared to its surface dimension.

Relationship with the substrate :
The plane of detachment of the scales is located near
the stone surface (a fraction of millimeters to several
centimeters).

Equivalent terms to be found in other glossaries :
or describe

exclusively the features, and not the process.

Sub-type(s) :
- Flaking : scaling in thin flat or curved scales of sub-
millimetric to millimetric thickness, organized as fish
scales.
- Contour scaling : scaling in which the interface with
the sound part of the stone is parallel to the stone sur-
face. In the case of flat surfaces, contour scaling may be
called spalling. is a synonym of

.

Not to be confused with :
- : corresponds to a detachment following
the bedding or shistosity planes of a stone.

DETACHMENT
BURSTING .



Sandstone block contaminated with sodium chloride. Salt crystallization
induces granular disintegration and scaling of the stone. As scales are
very thin, the degradation pattern is also called flaking.

FLAKING .

Some of the flat dimension stones show complete or partial contour
scaling, which may be called here spalling.

SPALLING .

Contour scaling developed as thin detachments on the face of the
figure.

CONTOUR SCALING .

Contour scaling, develo-
ping on a magmatic stone
element (Kersanton). 

SCALING .
Detached scaling 4 mm thick on
sand stone block base course.

SCALING .
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FEATURES INDUCED
BY MATERIAL LOSS

ALVEOLIZATION 

EROSION .

Definition :
Formation, on the stone surface, of cavities
(alve oles) which may be interconnected and may
have variable shapes and sizes (generally centi-
metric, sometimes metric).

Equivalent terms to be found in other glossaries : 

Other spelling :
Alveolisation

Sub-type(s) :
- Coving : erosion feature consisting in a single alveole
developing from the edge of the stone block.

Not to be confused with :
- : refers to a network of millimetric to cen-
trimetric interconnected depressions, clearly linked to a
dissolution process.
- : corresponds to the formation of point-like
millimetric to submillimetric pits, generally not connec-
ted, on a stone surface.

Other remarks :
is a kind of differential weathering possibly

due to inhomogeneities in physical or chemical proper-
ties of the stone. may occur with other
degradation patterns such as 
and/or scaling. In those particular cases in which 

develops mainly in depth in a diverticular man-
ner, it can be referred to as . In
arid climates large size alveoles of meter size are fre-
quently formed (e.g. Petra, Jordan).



Alveolization develops here as cavities illustrating a combination of honey-
combs and alignments following the natural bedding planes of the sandstone.

ALVEOLIZATION .

Disaggregation of individual geologically weaker sandstone blocks due to the
consequential effect of repointing the joints and beds with a too hard and durable
cementitious mortar. As a result, a  single alveole (coving) has developed from
the sides of the block.

COVING .

Deep alveolization of a sandstone block.
ALVEOLIZATION .

Alveolization of a porous limestone.
ALVEOLIZATION .
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EROSION Definition :
Loss of original surface, leading to smoothed      
shapes.

Equivalent terms to be found in other glossaries :
is a very general expression that refers

to any loss of original surface, which can be due to a
variety of reasons such as , 

etc. This term is too vague and should not be used.

Sub-type(s) :
- Differential erosion : to be preferred to 

: occurs when erosion does not proceed at
the same rate from one area of the stone to the other.
As a result, the stone deteriorates irregularly. This fea-
ture is found on heterogeneous stones containing har-
der and/or less porous zones. It may also occur as a
result of selective lichen attack on calcitic stones.
Differential erosion is generally found on sedimentary
and volcanic stones. Differential erosion is synonymous
with , i.e. the formation of irregularities
on the stone surface. Differential erosion may result in

:
. Loss of components : Partial or selective elimina-
tion of soft (clay lenticles, nodes of limonite, etc) or
compact stone components (pebbles, fossil fragments,
geological concretions, lava fragments).
. Loss of matrix : Partial or selective elimination of
the stone matrix, resulting in protruding compact
stone components.

- Rounding : Preferential erosion of originally angular
stone edges leading to a distinctly rounded profile.
Rounding can especially be observed on stones which
preferably deteriorate through granular disintegration,
or when environmental conditions favor granular disin-
tegration.
- Roughening : Selective loss of small particles from an
originally smooth stone surface. The substrate is still
sound.
Roughening can appear either progressively in case of
long term deterioration process (for instance in case of
granular disintegration), or instantaneously in case of
inappropriate actions, such as aggressive cleaning.

Other remarks :
may have natural and/or anthropogenic causes.

It can be due to chemical, physical or/and biological
processes.

FEATURES INDUCED
BY MATERIAL LOSS EROSION .



The erosion of this
limestone sculpture
results in loss of
carved details, and
smoothed shapes.

Rounding of Serena
sandstone due to prefe-
rential deterioration of
edges close to the
joints. 

Differential erosion on a
marble sculpture visible after
treatment with a biocide and
gentle brushing.

Loss of iron-rich component
in a sandstone block. 

Differential erosion in the sandsto-
ne Petra cliffs. 

? . ? 
Differential erosion of a fossil bearing limestone block due to loss of matrix.
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LOSS OF MATRIX .

ROUNDING .

EROSION .

MICROKARST .
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MECHANICAL
DAMAGE 

Definition :
Loss of stone material clearly due to a mechani-
cal action.

Sub-type(s) :
- Impact damage : Mechanical damage due to the
impact of a projectile (bullet, shrapnel) or of a hard tool.
- Cut : Loss of material due to the action of an edge
tool. It can have the appearance of an excavated cavity,
an incision, a missing edge, etc...Tool marks can be
considered as special kinds of cuts but should not be
considered as damage fea tures.
- Scratch : Manually induced superficial and line-like
loss of material due to the action of some pointed
object. It can be accidental or intentional. Usually it
appears as a more or less long groove. Tool marks can
have the appearance of scra tches, but should not be
taken as damage features.
- Abrasion : Erosion due to wearing down or rubbing
away by means of friction, or to the impact of particles.
- Keying : Impact damage resulting from hitting a sur-
face with a pointed tool, in order to get an irregular sur-
face which will assist the adhesion of an added material,
a mortar for instance.

Other remarks :
In most cases has an anthropoge-
nic origin.

FEATURES INDUCED
BY MATERIAL LOSS EROSION .



Impact damage on a
limestone ashlar, due to
a bullet. 

IMPACT DAMAGE .SCRATCH .

The repeated abrasion effect of feet has led to the formation of a depression on this stone
pavement element. 

ABRASION .

Cuts in a sandstone wall, most probably due to knive whetting.
CUTS .

Soft limestone showing impact damage. These keying marks were made to facilitate the
adhesion of a render, which was later removed or has fallen off.

KEYING .
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MICROKARST Definition :
Network of small interconnected depressions of
millimetric to centrimetric scale, sometimes loo-
king like hydrographic network. Microkarst pat-
terns are due to a partial and/or selective disso-
lution of calcareous stone surfaces exposed to
water run-off.

Equivalent terms to be found in other glossaries : 

.
Not to be confused with : 
- , the depressions of which are similar in
shape but bigger in size (centimetric scale) and are not
systematically interconnected. Alveolization may be due
to selective degradation by salts, whereas microkarst is
exclusively linked to an obvious dissolution process.
- : point like, usually not interconnected, millime-
tric or submillimetric cavities.

Other remarks :
There is no trace of any or 

on the stone surface.

FEATURES INDUCED
BY MATERIAL LOSS EROSION .



Microkarst developed on the base of a
chalk column particularly exposed to wea-
ther. 

MICROKARST .

Microkarst developed on a limesto-
ne sculpture.

MICROKARST .
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MISSING PART Definition :
Empty space, obviously located in the place of
some formerly existing stone part. Protruding
and particularly exposed parts of sculptures
(nose, fingers)  are typical locations for material
loss resulting in missing parts.

Equivalent term to be found in other glossaries:
. 

Subtype(s) :
- Gap : hollow place in the stone surface, hole.

FEATURES INDUCED
BY MATERIAL LOSS EROSION .



Chimney structure showing hole and loss of sandstone masonry.
HOLE .

The nose of this marble figure shows a missing part. 
MISSING PART .
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PERFORATION Definition :
A single or series of surface punctures, holes or
gaps, made by a sharp tool or created by an ani-
mal. The size is generally of millimetric to centri-
metric scale. Perforations are deeper than wide,
and penetrate into the body of the stone.

Equivalent term to be found in other glossaries :
.

Not to be confused with :
- : formation of millimetric to submillimetric pits,
usually much smaller than perforations.
- : hole not obviously created through a perforation
process.

Other remarks :
A is normally induced by a sharp instrument
(e.g. by drilling). In specific circumstances, animals may
produce :
- on very soft stones (diameter : c. 5 mm)
- (e.g. : ) on stones
which have stayed under water for some time (diame-
ter : c. 1 cm).

FEATURES INDUCED
BY MATERIAL LOSS EROSION .



Perforation due to wasp activity. 

Perforation by ma-
rine lithophagous or-
ganisms on a limes-
tone sphinx found
during undersea ex-
cavations after an
immersion of several
centuries.

Perforation of sand -
stone due to mason-
ry bees which have
entered the mortar
joints and burrowed
into the soft sandsto-
ne beneath the sur-
face layer.
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Geometrically organised perforations, forming letters of the word
“farmacia”.

MICROKARST .

“farmacia”
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PITTING Definition :
Point-like millimetric or submillimetric shallow
cavities. The pits generally have a cylindrical or
conical shape and are not interconnected,
although transition patterns to interconnected
pits can also be ob served.

Equivalent term to be found in other glossaries :
-----

Not to be confused with :
- , which creates a network of small intercon-
nected depressions of millimetric to centrimetric scale.
- which is, in general, induced by a sharp
instrument or an animal, and usually induces much big-
ger and deeper holes than pitting.

Other remarks :
is due to partial or selective deterioration. Pitting

can be biogenically or chemically induced, especially on
carbonate stones.

may also result from a harsh or inadapted abra-
sive cleaning method.

FEATURES INDUCED
BY MATERIAL LOSS EROSION .



Pitting on an Istria limestone column. The black color of the stone is due to the presence of a
black crust tracing its surface.

PITTING .

Pitting due to lichen colonization on a limestone block.
PITTING .

Pitting, developing on the upper part of a broken
limestone column. Microbiological origin is probable.

PITTING .

Pitting developing on a marble sculpture.
Microbiological origin is probable.

PITTING .
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DISCOLOURATION
& DEPOSIT

CRUST

CRUST . DEPOSIT DISCOLOURATION . EFFLORESCENCE . ENCRUSTATION .

Definition :
Generally coherent accumulation of materials on
the surface. A crust may include exogenic depo-
sits in combination with materials derived from
the stone.
A crust is frequently dark coloured ( )
but light colours can also be found. Crusts may
have an homogeneous thickness, and thus repli-
cate the stone surface, or have irregular thick-
ness and disturb the reading of the stone surface
details.

Relationship with the substrate :
A may be weakly or strongly bonded to the sub-
strate. Often, detached from the substrate inclu-
de stone material.

Sub-type(s) :
- Black crust : Kind of crust developing generally on
areas protected against direct rainfall or water runoff in
urban environment. Black crusts usually adhere firmly to
the substrate. They are composed mainly of particles
from the atmosphere, trapped into a gypsum
(CaSO4.2H2O) matrix.
- Salt crust : Crust composed of soluble salts, which
develop in the presence of high salt levels, and form
from wetting and drying cycles.

Not to be confused with :
- , which is also a coherent layer, but is
always adherent to the subsrate. The term 
is preferred to crust when the accumulation clearly
results from water infiltration followed by precipitation.
- Algae often have a dark colour during the dry
season and may be confused with black crusts.
Oppositely to black crusts, algae do not adhere to the
substrate, and are usually located in outdoor situations,
in areas exposed to direct rain
impact, or on water pathways. These two characteristics
differentiate algae from black crusts.
- : Black iron rich patinas, which develop usually
as a thin layer enriched in iron/clay minerals on iron
containing sandstones, and are located on all exposed
parts of the building/sculpture, not only on parts shelte-
red from the rain impact.

(CaSO4.2H2O)



Limestone sculpture,
black crust. 

BLACK CRUST .

Porous limestone, salt crust (halite). 
SALT CRUST .

Black crust tracing the surface of a limestone
sculpture.

BLACK CRUST .
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DEPOSIT Definition :
Accumulation of exogenic material of variable
thickness. Some examples of deposits : splashes
of paint or mortar, sea salt aerosols, atmospheric
particles such as soot or dust, remains of conser-
vation materials such as cellulose poultices, blast
materials, etc.

Relationship with the substrate :
A generally lacks adhesion to the stone surface.

Equivalent term to be found in other glossaries :
.

Not to be confused with :
Bird and bat droppings are considered as , whe-
reas bird nests, spider webs are to be considered as 

.

Other remarks :
A can be described for colour, morphology, size
and if possible nature and/or origin. 

DISCOLOURATION
& DEPOSIT CRUST . DEPOSIT . DISCOLOURATION . EFFLORESCENCE

.
ENCRUSTATION .



The material detached from the sandstone block forms a
deposit.

DEPOSIT .

Deposit of pigeon droppings on granite sculpture.
DEPOSIT .
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DISCOLOURATION 

DISCOLOURATION
& DEPOSIT CRUST . DEPOSIT . DISCOLOURATION . EFFLORESCENCE

.
ENCRUSTATION .



Moist area on a sandstone
rubble built wall as a result of
a concentrated discharge of
rain water from a broken
downpipe.

Stains on a limes-
tone pediment
underneath a bron-
ze sculpture. 

STAINING .
This purple-rednodular limestone
has a natural tendency to bleach
(fade) from exposure to rainfall as
can be seen on most vertical parts
and balusters of this monument.
The faded surface layer has not
been allowed to form in areas of
constant rubbing action.

BLEACH .

Red colouration on a
marble bas-relief.

COLOURATION  .
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Iron oxides are driven by
water from the rusting rai-
ling, and induce the deve-
lopment of a brown stai-
ning on the underlying
stones.

STAINING .

Staining from water
absorption or vapor conden-
sation occurring on marble
cladding.

STAINING .
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EFFLORESCENCE Definition :
Generally whitish, powdery or whisker-like crys-
tals on the surface. Efflorescences are generally
poorly cohesive and commonly made of soluble
salt crystals.

Relationship with the substrate :
are generally poorly bonded to the stone

surface.

Equivalent term to be found in other glossaries :
is preferred to the expression 

.

Not to be confused with :
- : Term employed in the case where
crystallization occurs inside the material.
- : To the naked eye, efflorescences often look
like deposits. However, their constituents come from the
stone itself whereas deposits come from outside.

Other remarks :
is commonly the result of evaporation of

saline water present in the porous structure of the
stone. are often constituted of soluble
salts such as sodium chloride ( : NaCl) or sulphate
( : Na2SO4), magnesium sulphate ( :
MgSO4 . 7H2O), but they may also be made of less solu-
ble minerals such as (CaCO3), 
(BaSO4) and (SiO2 . nH2O).

DISCOLOURATION
& DEPOSIT CRUST . DEPOSIT . DISCOLOURATION . EFFLORESCENCE . ENCRUSTATION .

NaClNa2SO4

MgSO4 . 7H2O
CaCO3

BaSO4SiO2 . nH2O



Limestone block showing salt efflorescences.
EFFLORESCENCE .

Efflorescence on dolomitic limestone related to historic air pol-
lution.

EFFLORESCENCE .

Formation of salts forming efflorescence on the surface of
sandstone masonry, focused at joints between masonry blocks.
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ENCRUSTATION Definition :
Compact, hard, mineral outer layer adhering to
the stone. Surface morphology and colour are
usually different from those of the stone.

Relationship with the substrate :
Encrustations generally adhere firmly to the stone sur-
face. When an encrustation is removed, adhering stone
materials may be taken away with it.

Location :
Encrustations are generally found below areas of the
building where water is percolating or has percolated in
the past.

Equivalent term to be found in other glossaries :
.

Sub-type(s) :
- Kind of encrustation having a specific
shape: nodular, botryoïdal (grape-like) or framboïdal
(raspberry like). Concretions may even have conic sha-
pes of form drapery-like vertical sheets. Stalagmites
and stalactites are types of concretions. In general,
concretions do not outline, contour the surface of the
stone, and are of limited extent.

Not to be confused with : 
- : The term encrustation is used when the fea-
ture is clearly due to a precipitation process, following
any kind of leaching. If there is no evidence of leaching
and precipitation, the term crust will be employed. 
- : Some lichens (the so-called crustose ones) can
look like encrustations. Lichens are not usually hard.
When scratched,  one can see blackish or green traces
resulting from algae or cyanobacteria hosted by the
lichen.

Other remarks :
on monuments are frequently deposits of

materials mobilized by water percolation and thus
coming from the building itself : Carbonates, sulphates,
metallic oxides and silica are frequently found.

DISCOLOURATION
& DEPOSIT CRUST . DEPOSIT . DISCOLOURATION . EFFLORESCENCE
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Concretions with the form of
stalactites under the arch of the
aqueduct built of limestone. 

ENCRUSTATION .

Calcite encrustation linked to water leached from joints, on a grani-
te, sandstone and schist ashlar.

ENCRUSTATION .

Calcite encrustation covering
a limestone masonry under an
arch.

ENCRUSTATION .
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FILM Definition :
Thin covering or coating layer generally of orga-
nic nature, generally homogeneous, follows the
stone surface. A film may be opaque or translu-
cent.

Relationship with the substrate :
A film generally adheres to but does not penetrate into
the substrate, possibly changing surface properties
(aspect, colour, permeability) of the stone.

Equivalent terms to be found in other glossaries :
, .

Not to be confused with : 
- , which, to the naked eye, has no perceivable
thickness.
- , which refers to a strongly adhering mine-
ral deposit, and may not follow the surface of the stone
as a film would.

Other remarks :
Paint layers, certain categories of water repellents or
protec tive agents (antigraffiti), sealants, are considered
films. A is a kind of (see
this term). Through ageing, a film may loose its translu-
cency or detach from the substrate.

DISCOLOURATION
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Porous limestone ashlar partially covered with mul-
tilayer paint film.

FILM .
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GLOSSY ASPECT Definition :
Aspect of a surface that reflects totally or partial-
ly the light. The surface has a mirror-like appea-
rance.

Equivalent term to be found in other glossaries :
.

Other remarks :
A glossy aspect may be due to previous polishing (inten-
tional or not), or to the presence of a transparent film
which reflects light.

DISCOLOURATION
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Glossy aspect on pavement stones.
GLOSSY ASPECT .

The glossy aspect of this para-
pet is due to the repeated rub-
bing action of people leaning
over the bridge. 

GLOSSY ASPECT .
Marble column, covered with a super-
ficial film of polyvinyl acetate.
This product was applied during a
restoration campaign, to give back
the marble its original glossy
aspect.

GLOSSY ASPECT .
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GRAFFITI Definition :
Engraving, scratching, cutting or application of
paint, ink or similar matter on the stone surface.

Other spelling :
Plural : .

Other remarks : 
are generally the result of an act of vandalism.

However, some graffiti may have historical, aesthetical
or cultural values and should be conserved.
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Graffiti obtained
through scratching. 

GRAFFITI .
Graffiti in the west abut-
ment of the Aqueduct
built in limestone.

GRAFFITI .

Marble sculpture of the Potsdam Sanssouci park coloured by graffiti.
GRAFFITI .
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PATINA Definition :
Chromatic modification of the material, general-
ly resulting from natural or artificial ageing and
not involving in most cases visible surface dete-
rioration.

Sub-type(s) :
- Iron rich patina : Natural black to brown thin layer
enriched in iron/clay minerals, which can be found on
iron containing sandstones. This kind of patina is gene-
rally observed in outdoor environments, and develops
quite uniformly on the stone surface.
- Oxalate patina : Orange to brown thin layer enriched
in calcium oxalates. This kind of patina may be found in
outdoor environments, often on marble and limestone
substrates.
Not to be confused with : 
- , which is a thin visible homogeneous covering or
coating layer generally of organic nature.
- , which is a generally coherent accumula-
tion of materials on the surface. Black crusts are black
to grey and have a perceivable thickness.
- , which is a change of colour in one of
the colour parameters: hue, value and chroma, and is
often per ceived as unattractive.

DISCOLOURATION
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The sandstone elements of these buttresses show a variety of colours. Creamy to
orange colours correspond to stones more recently set into the masonry. Brown
colours are due to the development of an iron-rich patina, as a result of a longer
exposure in the open air.

PATINA .
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This sandstone sculpture, originally of light colour, has developed an iron rich patina over
time.

PATINA .

Oxalate patina developing on limestone.
PATINA .
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SOILING Definition :
Deposit of a very thin layer of exogenous parti-
cles (eg. soot) giving a dirty appearance to the
stone surface.

Relationship with the substrate :
With soiling, the substrate stucture is not considered as
affect ed. Soiling may have different degrees of adhesion
to the substrate.

Equivalent term to be found in other glossaries :

Not to be confused with : 
- , which has a visible thickness.
- , which has a visible thickness, and not syste-
matically a dirty appearance.

Other remarks :
With increasing adhesion and cohesion, soiling can
transform into a crust. Soiling may originate from
atmospheric pollutants (industrial, domestic or car
exhaust products) or from particles transported by run-
ning water or heating convection.

DISCOLOURATION
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Thin, veil-like soiling by atmospheric dust
on horizontal and subhorizontal parts of the
sculptures. 

SOILING .

This very particular type of soiling is specific
of  stone surfaces treated with water repel-
lents. Water pathways are limited to narrow
stripes, where algae may develop preferen-
tially.

SOILING .
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Soiling on the surface of a limestone sculpture protected
against rainfall.

SOILING .
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SUBFLORESCENCE Definition :
Poorly adhesive soluble salts, commonly white,
lo cat ed under the stone surface.

Relationship with the substrate :
Subflorescences are hidden, unless the stone layer
over them detaches. In that case, salt crystals become
visible on the newly exposed surface.

Equivalent term to be found in other glossaries :
.

Not to be confused with :
- , which corresponds to salt crystalliza-
tion on the surface of the stone instead of under it.

Other remarks :
is commonly the result of evaporation of

saline water present in the porous structure of the
stone. As subflorescences develop inside the porous
structure, they often result in scaling of the surface.

DISCOLOURATION
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Formation of white subflores-
cence, i.e. salt deposits within
porous sand stone leading to loss
of the stone surface, resulting
from the use of de-icing salts at
the entrance to the building.

SUBFLORESCE .
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BIOLOGICAL
COLONIZATION . BIOLOGICAL COLONIZATION . ALGA .

Definition :
Colonization of the stone by plants and micro-or -
gan isms such as bacteria, cyanobacteria, algae,
fungi and lichen (symbioses of the latter three).
Biological colonization also includes influences
by other organisms such as animals nesting on
and in stone.

Relationship with the substrate :
Direct growth on and in stone or stone cavities ; also
indirect influences by nearby trees and other organisms.

Equivalent terms to be found in other glossaries :

Other spelling :
Biological colonisation.

Not to be confused with :
- : consists of an accumulation of exogenic
material, such as dust, droppings, on the stone surface.
For instance, a bird’s nest, a spider web are part of bio-
logical colonization, but bird or bat droppings are depo-
sits.

Other remarks : 
may be used when a mixture of

different types of organisms are present on a stone, and
are not distinguishable from each other.

Mono- to multilayered microbial colony atta-
ched to surfaces with varying thickness of up to 2mm.
Often a biofilm consists of very few cells of different
microorganisms embedded in large amounts of extracel-
lular slime. These cohesive often sticky layers may
shrink and expand according to the supply of water.
Biofilms often create multicoloured biopatina by produc-
tion of colouring agents. Higher plants grow sometimes
to a considerable size at unexpected locations.

BIOLOGICAL
COLONIZATION



Biological coloniza-
tion constituted of an
association of algae
(dark grey), lichen (light
grey and
orange) and mosses
(green cushions, 2cm
large).

BIOLOGICAL COLONIZA-
TION .This mason wasp nest on a

sand stone carved element cons-
titutes a type of biological
colonization.

BIOLOGICAL COLONIZA-
TION .

Biological colonization (essentially plants and algae ) on
a limestone masonry.

BIOLOGICAL COLONIZATION .

Dark grey diffuse biological colonization in dolostone and
limestone.

BIOLOGICAL COLONIZATION .
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Definition :
Algae are microscopic vegetal organisms without
stem or leaves which can be seen outdoors and
indoors, as powdery or viscous deposits (thick-
ness : tenth of mm to several mm). Algae form
green, red, brown, or black veil like zones and
can be found mainly in situations where the sub-
strate remains moistened for long periods of
time. Depending on the environmental condi-
tions and substrate type, algae may form solid
layers or smooth films. On monuments, algae are
constituted of unicellular to pluricellular clusters,
and they never form macroorganisms.

Relationship with the substrate :
Algae generally constitute superficial films. They may be
found also deeper into the substrate (under scales, in
cracks).
Other spelling :
Plural form : .

Not to be confused with :
may be confused with , with fungae

and sometimes with soot or mineral deposits soiling the
stone surface. If algae are present, wetting and brus-
hing the surface will turn it to green due to the presen-
ce of chlorophyll.

Other remarks :
Several groups of algae may grow on and in stone
depending on climate and stone type. Green algae
(sometimes red, e.g. trentepohlia) diatoms (usually yel-
low to brown), and in rare cases red algae may occur.
Cyanobacteria (formerly called blue-green algae) are
very frequent stone dwellers and can cause black, bluish
or even violet stains. In some cases the stone serves as
a source of nutrients. However usually the stone surfa-
ce is only a solid host for growth.

ALGA

BIOLOGICAL
COLONIZATION . BIOLOGICAL COLONIZATION . ALGA .



Green algae growing on a
limestone buttress.

ALGA .

Green algae developing on a lime render on stone
masonry.

ALGA .

Red algae on a bas-relief
sandstone sculpture.

ALGA .
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Definition :
Vegetal organism forming rounded millimetric to
centimetric crusty or bushy patches, often
having a leathery appearence, growing generally
on outside parts of a building. Lichen are most
commonly grey, yellow, orange, green or black
and show no differentiation into stem, root and
leaf.

Relationship with the substrate :
A lichen is composed of a thallus, eventually bearing
fruiting bodies, generally developed on the stone surfa-
ce, and rhizines that may penetrate deep into the stone
(tens to several millimeters).

Sub-type(s) :
Lichen usually are divided into crustose, folious and
epilithic types. When their thallus is mainly inside the
stone, they are called endolithic lichen.

Not to be confused with :
, , : see those terms.

Other remarks :
All represent symbiotic growth of a fungus and
green alga or a cyanobacterium. Lichen is a common
feature on outdoor stone and is generally best develo-
ped under clean air conditions, but growth may be faci-
litated by certain pollutants such as nitrogen oxides
derived primarily from vehicle pollution or agriculture.
Former lichen growth may be detected by typical pitting
structures (see this term) or lobate or mosaic patterns
and even depressions.

LICHEN
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Lichen on a coarse grained granite
monolith.

LICHEN .

Lichen on marble sculpture. 
LICHEN .

Lichens on a marble figure. 
LICHEN .
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White folious lichen on a basaltic Tiki
LICHEN .

Folious lichen
(Ramalina sp.) growing
on a granite dimension
stone.

LICHEN .
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Definition :
Vegetal organism forming small, soft and green
cush ions of centimetric size. Mosses look gene-
rally like dense micro-leaves (sub- to millimetric
size) tightly packed together. Mosses often grow
on stone surface open cavities, cracks, and in any
place permanently or frequently wet (masonry
joints), and usually shady.

Relationship with the substrate :
develop brown rhizines and may create a micro-

soil zone between the stone surface and the green part.

Not to be confused with  :
- , which are composed of a thallus and do not
have the typical organisation of micro-leaves tightly
packed together.
- : Algae are green during the humid season, but
look different from mosses (viscous consistency, absen-
ce of microleaves).

Other remarks :
often change morphology and colour under lack

or excess of water. During dry periods of the year, the
cushions shrink, become harder and brittle, and their
colour turns to brown.

MOSS

BIOLOGICAL
COLONIZATION . BIOLOGICAL COLONIZATION . ALGA .



Moss on the joints of a granite ashlar. 
MOSS .

Chalk sculpture, showing mosses, which appear brownish (typical aspect
during the dry season), and are developed on the upper part of the figure. 

MOSS .

Different kinds of mosses developed on sandstone. 
MOSS .
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Definition :
Microscopic fungus colonies which, to the naked
eye, look like a downy film or a network or star-
like millimetric patches of filaments of diverse
colours (white, grey, black).

Relationship with the substrate :
Moulds, by their filamentous and/or chain-like growth
may penetrate several centimeters into the stone sub-
strate.

Equivalent term to be found in other glossaries:
.

Other spelling :
(US)

Not to be confused with :
- , which form powdery or viscous layers and are
only found in areas which remain humid for long periods
of time. 
- , which form generally crusty to bushy patches.
Lichen coverings are thicker than mould coverings.
- Salt , and initial stages of calcite encrus-
tations, which are both mineral features.

Other remarks :
Mould often creates serious damage by chemical and
mechanical action and heavy discolouration. As the
metabolism of mould necessitates organic substrates
mould often develops on algal metabolic products found
on stone. Organic pollution of the atmosphere also
favours mould growth.

MOULD
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Down-like white mould on a limestone block.
MOULD .
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Definition :
Vegetal living being, having, when complete,
root, stem, and leaves, though consisting someti-
mes only of a single leafy expansion (e.g. tree,
fern, herb).

Equivalent terms to be found in other glossaries :
, .

Other remarks :
If buildings are not maintained, will eventually
colonize places where water is accessible, extending
roots into joints and fractures. As the roots grow they
can widen these joints and cracks and break the stone.
They may also contribute to keep areas damp. This in
turn, exacerbates other processes such as salt deterio-
ration.

PLANT
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Plants growing on sandstone basalt masonry. 
PLANT .

Higher plant (Tetrameles nudiflora) growing on a temple.
PLANT .
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Higher plant (Fig tree) growing on a roof. 
PLANT .
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